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Measurement of the DS = -DQ Amplitude from K,s Decay*
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We have measured the time distribution of the ~+e v and m 8+v modes from initial E 's
in a spark-chamber experiment performed at the Bevatron. From 1079 events between
0.2 and 7 E& lifetime, we find Be/ =-0.069+0.036, ImX=+0.108+o 074. This result is
consistent with X=0 (relative probability =0.25), but more than 4 standard deviations
from the existing world average, +0.14 —0.&Bi.

In 1S58,' the bS= b.Q rule was proposed to de-
scribe the the leptonic transitions of hadrons.
This rule has been the subject of intense experi-
mental testing, ' especially in the leptonic decays
(&),') of the 8' system, K'(E')- w'+ I '+ (P)v

The time distributions of these modes are espe-
cially useful because interference effects permit
measurements of both the real and imaginary
part of the ratio X of the bS = —AQ amplitude to
the b,S =+6.Q amplitude.

ImX40 requires a time reversal violation in

the leptonic decay. Assuming CPT invariance,
this is equivalent to CP violation. It is known, '

on the other hand, that the physical eigenstates
(Ks', R~ ) of the neutral kaon complex are not
eigenstates of CP. It has been suggested by
Sachs' that the origins of this violation lie in the
R»' decays with IImXI of order unity. At the
same time, experimental determinations of X
congregate in the fourth quadrant; a weighted
average of all previous experiments' gives Rel
=+0.14 +0.05 and ImX= -0.13+0.04.

We have made a measurement of X by produc-
ing K' mesons at t = 0 and observing the time
distributions of the p'e v and p e'v modes.
Under normal assumptions, including CPT in-
varianee, these distributions are given by

N' (t) = C
I
1+XI' exp —

I
+

I
1—XI' exp I

——+ exp —— +:I+2(1-IXI') cosset-4 Imx sin&et j
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for the positive and negative electrons, respec-
tively, where &u=M(R~')-M(Es') in sec ' and

7s, ~ ~ =total lifetimes of Es', K~', respectively.
Figure 1 shows the experimental apparatus.

Negative pions (2.85 BeV/c) from the Lawrence
Radiation Laboratory Bevatron impinged on two
brass targets. A typical R„event had a 7t in-
teracting in one target, with no charged particle
traversing the veto counter. A neutral kaon de-
cayed downstream of the target, with both prongs
of the vee entering the magnet, and at least one
particle passing through the 85 counter located
immediately downstream of the decay region.
The electron in the decay triggered the gas
Cherenkov counter located inside the magnet.
The two particles traversed two different MH

counters, separated by at least one counter,
and triggered two different RH counters located
at the rear of the magnet. Approximately half
the data was taken at each field polarity.

One very important property of this apparatus
is that it accepts E' decays from within a small
forward cone (~15 deg) and of preferentially
high momentum (~1.2 GeV/c). The point was to
utilize primarily E 's of high momentum in the

' forward peripheral peak.
In order to reduce the 0.24@10' K„event pic-

tures to our final sample of 1079 events, the
scanning was performed in the following phases:

Phase I. —The computer tapes were interro-
gated for E„triggers whose shower-counter
pulse heights were consistent with a minimum-
ionizing pion and a showering electron. This
selection reduced the total number of candidates
to 67 205 event pictures.

Phase II: Shower scan. —The shower chamber
pictures belonging to events passing phase I were
subsequently examined by scanners and retained
if they satisfied "we" criteria (i.e. , one shower
and one nonshower). The total number of pic-
tures left after this stage was 14613.

Phase III: Vee scan. —The remaining candi-
diates were subjected to a scan of the production-
and decay-region picture for a decaying vee.
This scan was the most crucial, since position-
dependent scanning efficiency would have result-
ed in a biased time distribution. For this rea-
son, the scan was performed twice. For the
events eventually retained as ze, the average
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FIG. 1. Experimental apparatus: 83, S4, beam
counters; S4V, beam veto counter; SG, 18x7x~-in.
scintillator defining end of decay region; SC, thin-
plate spark chamber; GC, 1-atm. Freon-12 Cheren-
kov counter which had two mirrors, each with a set of
phototubes; MH, hodoscope, fifteen 50 x 1-in. scintil-
lators arranged horizontally; HH, hodoscope, 82 42 x4-
in. scintillators arranged vertically; shower cham-
bers, spark chambers containing three radiation lengths
of lead distributed over eighteen gaps; fourteen shower
counters, each consisting of two 50 x 10x ~-in. scintil-
lators with two radiation lengths of lead between scin-
tillators; C;, counter detecting beam particle entering
target; V;, veto counter demanding neutrals out of
target. The xe trigger was (83.84.84V)*(C;V; from
either target)*85+(two MH counters fire with one coun-
ter separation) *(two HH counters fire)*(pulse in GC,
set at very low bias).

individual scanning efficiency was 97.2%. It was
determined that the fem percent of the final events
that mere missed by a single scanner shomed no
bias relative to the rest of the events.

The 3395 ge candidates that survived the scan-
ning phases were measured in the spark cham-
bers. These measurements allowed us to deter-
mine whether the event consisted of two contin-
uous tracks through the magnet. The 1691 re-
maining candidates were further subjected to a
final scan in the shower and production-decay
chambers by a physicist. There were 1337 events
left after this scan.

In the Monte Carlo calculation of the K„effi-
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FIG. 2. (a) Efficiency for K83 detection as a function
of distance for both targets, (b) position distribution of
&+e v events for both targets, (c} same for m e+v
events. N and N+ are shown with calculated curves
for three different values of X= (BeX,f ImX). Distance
is measured from the beginning of the fiducial volume.

ciency, the distribution in K' production angle
and momentum obtained from E - v'+ 7I events
was used. The distributions in pion momentum,
electron momentum, and invariant mass from
the ge data agreed well with those predicted by
the Monte Carlo program. The distributions in
decay position of K'- z'+ z events for calibra-
tion data and Monte Carlo were also in good
agreement. Figure 2(a) shows the calculated
efficiency for accepting a K„event as a function
of decay position. The Cherenkov counter effi-
ciency for detection of E„as a function of posi-
tion has also been investigated. From Cheren-
kov counter pulse-height distributions, me find
that the difference in efficiency between the ex-
tremes of decay position was less than 1.2%.

The background processes which we have con-
sidered are (1) neutron stars; (2) K - m'+ s
A'-p+m; (3) e'e pairs; (4) A'-p+e + v;
(5) X' production in the targets. As an experi-
mental check that neutron stars were not a back-
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ground in the final sample, we determined the
excess of accepted ge vees, produced in the first
target, that appeared to decay inside the second
target. After extrapolating to the spark-cham-
ber volume and correcting for relative densities
and solid angles, we estimate a background from
neutron stars from the spark-chamber plates of
about 0.5+2.6 events in the final sample.

The K'- m'+7t, A'-p+m decay modes, with-
out discrimination, constitute a noise/signal
background near t=0 of order 10'/1. We were
able to isolate these events using Cherenkov
pulse height information and the invariant mass
of the charged prongs. Ne estimate that there
are 7.8 + 10.0 such background events in the sam-
ple of 1337 events. This background estimate is
without any cuts in either Cherenkov counter
pulse height or invariant mass. Such cuts can
reduce the background even further in order to
demonstrate insensitivity of our result to it.

The e'e background falls into two categories:
y+ Z e++ e + Z (external conversions), and
K'- w'+ z' followed by p'- y+ e'+ e (Dalitz
pairs). In either case, the expected invariant-
mass distribution of the electrons peaks at very
low mass. The invariant-mass distribution of
our pe sample under the hypothesis that both
charge6 particles are electrons shows no evi-
dence of a low-mass peak. We require M,
&30 MeV and estimate from the data that there
are fewer than 0.3 external conversions in our
final sample. Using the known K' momentum and

angular distributions, we have calculated from
our Monte Carlo program that after applying our
measured shower rejection, and with the 30 MeV
cut, the total number of Dalitz events is &12.
To check sensitivity of the experimental result,
this background may be cut further by a factor
of 4.8 by moving the cut on M, to 60 MeV.
Dalitz decays from A'- nz' are lower by more
than a factor of 10.

The A'- p+ e + v decay would appear in our
sample as g'e combination. We estimate that
there were 16 +8 such A' decays in our uncut
sample. To rid outselves of this background we

require that M~, &1115MeV; this is the maxi-
mum mass possible.

We estimate, using bubble-chamber data, ' that

the total cross section for K' production is less
than 10'%%uo of the K' production at our beam ener-

gy. The momentum distribution of these A', will

peak somewhat lower than the K', and their an-

gular distribution will be less peripheral. We

calculate that the relative acceptance of &' to

K' into our apparatus is less than ~». We find,
therefore, that less than 1'%%up of oul K, data
come from pion production of K". Similarly,
from measurement of beam R and from K p
charge-exchange data, we estimate less than
0.5% K' from this source. These numbers are
in agreement with the number of K' estimated
from. the data.

In summary, we have applied the following
additional cuts to the data: (1) at least one spark-
chamber plate gap visible upstream of the decay:
(2) M„&30 MeV; (3) M~, & 1115Me V. The total
number of events after these cuts was 1137, with
an estimated contamination of less than about
20 events.

The best value for the AS/b. Q violation param-
eter X was determined in a maximum-likelihood
program. When calculating the proper time of
decay for an individual event it was assumed
that each event had the mean momentum (= 2.3
GeV/e) for accepted K„events, as determined
by the Monte Carlo calculation. The standard
deviation for the momentum distribution of ac-
cepted K„was 0.38 GeV/c. In addition, the pro-
duction point was taken at the center of the ap-
propriate target. We have fitted the data with
corrections for the finite widths of the produc-
tion point distribution and the momentum distri-
bution. Without these corrections, (X'~ would
change by less than 0.01. We have calculated
the effect of higher moments, and they are neg-
ligible.

In making our fits, we assume the following
numbers from the literature'. ~& =0.862 x10 "
sec, &1. = 53.8 x 10 ' sec, and ~m&~ =0.469.
Our best result is Re&= -0.069+ 0.036, ImX
=+0.108",,',~, on 1079 events inside our fiducial
volume. Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show the position
distributions of our data together with predictions
for various values of X. We have investigated
the stability of our result with respect to changes
in our fiducial volume and find no significant
trends when the fiducial volume is further re-
stricted.

We have allowed the mass difference Am to
vary as a free parameter. We obtained ReX
= -0.081'„O'„, I X=+0.101'008„ Aygv=0. 424 ""

I

The last is in good agreement with the accepted
value.

As an independent check that produced 8"s
were not significant, we allowed the fraction of
K' at t=0 to vary as a free parameter. We ob-
tained ReX= -0.056'a%003368 ImX=+0. 116'.080 K
fraction =+0 006 @pod in agreement with the
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estimated fraction. This result is independent
of the mean K' momentum.

To determine our sensitivity to other assump-
tions, we changed the assumed mean momentum

by +50 MeV/c, corresponding to more than one
standard deviation on the mean momentum as
calculated from the Monte Carlo calculation, and
changed the assumed target center by 0.20 in.
In neither case were we able to get a change of
more than 0.015 in either ReX or ImX.

A number of additional fits have been made in
an attempt to demonstrate the presence of back-
ground or some systematic position bias brought
about by the apparatus. In particular, the data
give consistent results if we analyze the sum
only (independent of charge), and asymmetry
only (independent of efficiency). When we reduce
the K- mm, A- pg background by 3.0 or reduce
the Dalitz pair background by 4.8, the result
does not change significantly. We divided the
data into the following divisions and fitted each
separately: magnetic field up, down; Cherenkov
pulse height greater than or less than the mean
pulse height; first target data, second target
data; positive electrons only, negative electrons
only. In none of these cases did we get a statis-
tical inconsistency between divisions.

Sensitivity of the result to the efficiency func-
tion has been investigated by varying the param-
eters of the distribution in kaon momentum and
angle input to the Monte Carlo program. The
parameters were varied within the statistical
limits of the Z —p'+ p calibration data. Also
the E'- p'+ g data from a single target was
used to generate the input distribution to the
Monte Carlo program. The largest change in
X we could effect was 0.005 in ReX, 0.024 in
ImX.

In conclusion, this experiment finds as a best
result

ReX= -0.069+0.036,

ImX + 0 108 +()t ovy

Figure 3 shows the contours corresponding to
1, 2, 3, and 4 standard deviations. The relative
probability that X= 0 is correct is P(0) = e
=0.25. We conclude that these data are consis-
tent with X=0.

The figure also shows the prior world average
for comparison. This number is more than 4
standard deviations from our best value. The
relative probability that X= 0.14-0.13' is correct
is less than e =3.3 &10 '. We conclude that
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FIG. 3. The best value for X from this experiment.
Also shown are the contours corresponding to the 1-,
2-, 3-, and 4-standard-deviation limits. The previous
world average is shown for comparison.
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Measurements have been made on Compton scattering for photon energies between 5

and 17 GeV and t values from -0.06 to -1.1 (GeV/c) . The data were obtained by per-
forming a coincidence between the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center 1.6-GeV/c spec-
trometer and a Lucite shower counter. The scattering appears diffractive out to high t
values, but the cross sections seem not to be in good agreement with the prediction of a
strict vector-meson-dominance model.

Compton scattering is interesting as one of the
basic reactions involving photons and protons. It
is expected to be predominantly diffractive at low

t values but possibly to become nondiffractive at
larger momentum transfers. Previous to this ex-
periment, data were available only up to incident
photon energies of 1.5 GeV. ~ We report here our
measurement of the differential cross sections
for incident photon energies between 5 and 17
GeV and for squares of four-momentum transfer
between -0.06 and —1.1 (GeV/c}'.

The results of this experiment are particularly
useful within the context of the vector meson
dominance model (VMDM}. In this model the

Compton cross section is directly related to the
known cross sections~ for photoproduction of vec-

tor mesons. Knowledge of the Compton cross
section at high energies therefore makes possi-
ble a direct test of the model.

A comparison between the total photoabsorption
cross section 0~ and the forward Compton cross
section at f;=0 is also important. Such a compar-
ison serves as a check on the forward dispersion
relations. These relations have been well estab-
lished in elastic mN scattering. However, in the
case of photons additional terms, ' which are ab-
sent in ~N scattering, may be added to the real
part of the diffractive amplitude. The limits' on
such terms previous to this experiment were
rather poor.

The layout of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1.
A well-collimated photon beam passed through a
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